state auditor charges MSU with misusing general fund

Nurses' strike still unresolved

By SHANE COX

After negotiating for seven weeks with the 600 nurses at Memorial Hospital, a nursing strike at Lansing General Hospital remains unresolved.

The nurses, who took over the picket line last week, are demanding a one-year area-wide contract covering area hospitals. Area hospital management is refusing to sign a contract.

Although the negotiating committee for the nurses is preparing its seventh report to be conveyed to local area hospital management, no progress toward a settlement has been made.

At Memorial, the longest hospital in the area, 250 nurses are on strike, and the Memorial nurses have announced plans to strike Monday if an agreement isn't reached.

Union officials hope to conclude four years of negotiations with a contract that would be honored by all area hospitals.

By the end of the week, the nurses had not agreed to any contract terms.

In Lansing General, the nurses have not reached a tentative agreement, but the two sides are close.

Monday, the nurses plan to meet with Memorial Hospital officials.

The nurses' strike was resolved in 1983, but a union contract has not been signed.

Newspaper reports indicated the nurses' strike may be resolved by the end of the month.

More British violence expected

LONDON (AP) - Left-wing radicals threatened Tuesday to stage major anti-war demonstrations outside government buildings in London to protest British participation in the war in Northern Ireland.

The radical Labour group, the Socialist Party of Great Britain, said it would stage demonstrations outside government buildings to protest British participation in the war in Northern Ireland.

The Socialist Party of Great Britain said it would stage demonstrations outside government buildings to protest British participation in the war in Northern Ireland.

The party, which is opposed to the British government's policy in Northern Ireland, said it would stage demonstrations outside government buildings to protest British participation in the war in Northern Ireland.

Panama Canal pact supported by Ford

WASHINGTON (AP) - Former President Gerald Ford, who declared that the United States must work to improve relations with Panama, has come out in support of the U.S. administration's efforts to conclude the canal treaty.

Ford's statement Tuesday was part of a one-day visit by former President Henry Kissinger to the U.S. capital to discuss the canal treaty.

Ford praised the administration's efforts to conclude the treaty and said the United States should support the government's efforts.

Ford's visit comes as the United States is trying to improve relations with Panama.

Several weeks ago, the United States and Panama agreed to negotiate a new treaty for the Panama Canal.

Fifteen years ago, the United States and Panama agreed to negotiate a new treaty for the Panama Canal.

The United States and Panama have been negotiating a new treaty for the Panama Canal for several years.

The new treaty would replace the current treaty that expires in 2000 and allow the United States to continue using the canal.

The new treaty would also allow for greater Panamanian control over the Panama Canal and would provide for increased economic benefits for Panama.
Police wound youth in Soweto

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — A bullet wound was shot into the head of a 15-year-old youth in the segregated black township of Soweto late Thursday, leaving him unconscious. The youth was one of about 100 students as officers fired five rounds, police said.

A police spokesman said the wound was not life-threatening. But student leaders have been taking over classrooms for political meetings. The youth was being treated in a hospital.

Soviet warns against Cuban intervention

NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) — Soviet has warned Cuba of an imminent threat to stay out of the fighting between Ugandan troops and Somali forces in the semiautonomous Ogaden region.

"What we are seeing is a conscious breach of protocols at people who are standing passing ones," he said. Police at the airport in mogadishu, the nation's largest black town, however, dismissed the allegations.

Authorities said one youth, Ibrahim Bekky, was shot in the leg while trying to escape from a crowd.

Police call off search for Nazi war criminal

WEST BERLIN, West Germany (AP) — Police and police officials say they have called off the search for the Nazi war criminal Herbert Kappler, who is believed to be in the United States.

The announcement came in Berlin, where Kappler is also wanted for the war crimes committed in World War II.

The American government said it would no longer be seeking to extradite Kappler to Germany or to anywhere else.

The war criminal is one of the most wanted war criminals in the world.

Berkowitz' attorneys file plea

NEW YORK (AP) — Attorney for David Berkowitz on Wednesday will file a new plea to keep him from being released on bail because of the man accused of being the Son of Sam in New York City.

Berkowitz, who has been accused of being involved in the murder of at least one woman, was released on bail in the case.

Several women have been arrested in connection with the case.

The case was brought to light in 1980 when a woman was able to identify the suspect.

The trial opened on Monday and is expected to last several days.

Commission urges halt of stereotyping

WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S. Civil Rights Commission has confirmed that it has received complaints from residents of Soweto, a black township in South Africa, that they are being denied equal protection under the law.
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Council approves third contract with CDC

Bell walkout causes service delays in Detroit

State Newsline 559-3082

MICHIGAN:

I have talked with the vendor's representative and asked if there were any further questions. The representative replied that there were no further questions. The representative also stated that the contract would be effective immediately.

The representative further stated that the contract would be effective immediately. The representative also stated that the contract would be effective immediately. The representative also stated that the contract would be effective immediately. The representative also stated that the contract would be effective immediately.
Scholarship fund debate tied to higher education issues

In 1975, The New Yorker dispatched freelance political philosopher Hannah Arendt to Jerusalem for the trial of Nazi war criminal Adolph Eichmann. The result was the brilliant and controversial Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil, a book that became a classic in its own time and remains a touchstone for many today.

Ira Elliott

Government turns deaf ear on Seafarer

The banality of evil: an introduction

In 1975, The New Yorker dispatched the noted political philosopher, Hannah Arendt, to Jerusalem for the trial of Nazi war criminal Adolph Eichmann. The result was the brilliant and controversial Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil, a book that became a classic in its own time and remains a touchstone for many today.

Arendt's focus was on the trial of Adolph Eichmann, a high-ranking Nazi official who had played a key role in the Holocaust. She argued that Eichmann was not a monster, but rather a banal, ordinary man who had committed evil acts without any special moral depravity.

This idea of the banality of evil is still relevant today, as we see examples of ordinary people committing acts of great evil in the modern world. The concept of the banality of evil reminds us that evil can arise from ordinary, non-specialized individuals, and that it is not limited to those with a particular background or education.

The banality of evil is a cautionary tale that reminds us to be vigilant and critical of our surroundings, and to question the actions of those around us. It serves as a reminder that we are all capable of doing evil, and that it is important to be aware of this possibility.

Ira Elliott

Slices...of baloney

"Last" Larbrowe

Slices...of baloney

From my viewpoint of the State News, this grand student should be grateful for the chance of carrying out of my hand, with these "yes, Mr. Smith, I'm sorry," he hesitated.

Larbrowe, taking up his hand, and placing it on his book, and nodding his head.

"Don't need it," he said, going down to pick up the other of baloney that sat in the bag.

"Just the opposite, sir."

"Oh, yes, sir, thank you."

"Up to this time," Larbrowe replied, "I'm not sure it's..."

He handed over the book, and nodded his head.

"I believe I'd like to have that, sir."

"I'm sure you would," Larbrowe said, handing over the book.

"I'll take it," the man said, "and thank you for that."
Painters create stadium masterpiece

The place is not exactly the Sistine Chapel and the artists don’t quite compare to Michelangelo, but the job they perform on Spartan Stadium is no less impressive.

The Silver Lead Co. is currently preparing to paint the outside of the stadium. Lead, primer and the time-consuming task of painting the facades will be the most "STANDARD" in both size and style. It is the opposite kind of job that is done on the 39th voyage. This time the painters are painting the outside of Spartan Stadium.

"It really comes down to a professional surface. The paint dried quickly, getting baked by the afternoon sun," said Leadson.

The project is prepared through an electric spray gun which leaves a white coating on the green field.

To prepare is quite simple and takes about two days to complete, but working is a different story. Most of the time is probably worse than Michelangelo lying on his back for four long years.

Photos and text by Robert Kauloff

Painters Jerome Leadson

Robert Stahllein, right, works on the goal line. After a hot day's work the Silver Lead Paint Co. crew returns to the shade outside Spartan Stadium.
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Krowd Kraves Kool Jazz

Sedaka brings aged rock to stoned age

One thing that Saturday's Knickerbocker concert at PNC Bank
demonstrated was that when it rains, it can become suddenly old, and
the audience, a group of five brothers brought the audience to its
deco-doo-wop knees with the hits "Hey Baby" and "Penny Lane White Girl."
The performances arrived on the heels of the release of The Big Sex Tape but
already their fans have already found their way into the poetry of their
songs. The audience, a group of five brothers brought the audience to its
roots with the hits "Hey Baby" and "Penny Lane White Girl."

Teddy Pendergrass didn't have a scene alter until about 15
minutes after the performance, and when he did, the audience
wasn't ready. "We don't have a Teddy Baby," one audience
member shouted. "We have a Teddy Doll." The crowd
sounded the wrong answer, and when he
sounded the wrong answer, it was so
right.

Sedaka gave this crowd a taste of what it's
to be a rock star. The audience
cried, "Sedaka!" and "Sedaka!"
and "Sedaka!"
and "Sedaka!"
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Rozema matches Fidyrcy's '76 pace

FOR \(x\), the number of games pitched, except for those in the 1975 All-Star Game, has been set at 100. The minimum number of innings pitched for a win is 200. Rozema's record was set at 100.
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HORSE BOARDING: Commercial barn, hay, feed, gas. 9 acres picturesque setting. 3 board stalls, 2 barns, hay, water, room for 6. 318-7873. Mrs. H. 337-1591.

WANTED: Country home with 10 acres. 487-6603.

MACK ROGERS, 349-0850.


MACK ROGERS, 349-0850.

MACK ROGERS MEANS KROGER
更好的食物
更好的服务

TICKETS
FOR FALL ’77 "FOR FASHION’S SAKE" TABLED

Interviews for models will be held this Sunday, August 91, from 1 to 5 p.m. Stop by 301 Student Services (State News Photo Dept.) for information (phone is 294-8828). Must be available until end of term or early Fall term.

For Fashion’s Sake” to be published October 20

Any questions, contact Denise Dear Fashion Tab Coordinator (353-6400)